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hermal synthesis of a Ni3S2–
FeMoO4 nanowire–nanosheet heterostructure
array for synergistically boosted oxygen evolution
reaction†

Han Chen,‡ab Jing Zhang,‡bc Rui Wan,bc Xiang Zhang,bc Qijun Pan,bc Mingtao Li*d

and Bin Chen *bc

A key factor for boosting oxygen evolution reaction (OER) is the design of heterostructures with steerable

defects and interfaces, which can optimize the surface electronic structures and achieve efficient water

splitting to produce hydrogen fuel. Herein, we propose a novel one-step hydrothermal approach to

fabricate hierarchical Ni3S2 nanowires with an S-doped FeMoO4 nanosheet heterostructure array in situ

on Ni–Fe foam (NFF) as a self-standing electrode for synergistically boosted OER. The metalloid Ni3S2
nanowires with good conductivity support the FeMoO4 nanosheets and act as high-speed paths for the

charge transfer. Numerous ultrathin S-doped FeMoO4 nanosheets are uniformly distributed on each

Ni3S2 nanowire to form heterostructures with larger specific surface area and more revealable active

sites, and a strong synergistic effect is created at the heterostructure interfaces to further promote the

OER dynamics. Additionally, the NFF serves as the conductive support substrate and simultaneously

provides the Ni and Fe sources for the self-growing Ni3S2–FeMoO4, leading to a structurally-integrated

electrode with low contact resistance, fast mass transfer, and good stability. Therefore, the Ni3S2–

FeMoO4/NFF electrode offers a low overpotential of 331 mV to achieve 500 mA cm−2 and long-term

stability at 100 mA cm−2 level for more than 40 h. This work provides insight into the heterostructure of

molybdate and sulfide, and a deep understanding of the significance of the synergism in OER operation.
Regarding the escalating energy crises, there is an urgent need
to explore and develop clean and efficient energy conversion
technologies.1 Electrochemical water splitting driven by
renewable electricity has been widely regarded as an effective
strategy to produce carbon-free hydrogen. The overall efficiency
of water electrolysis is greatly hindered by the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) owing to its sluggish four-proton-couple electron
transfer progress.2 Electrocatalysts can signicantly decrease
the energy barrier and accelerate OER operation. The bench-
mark electrocatalysts rely heavily on iridium and ruthenium-
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based oxides. However, their large-scale application is unfor-
tunately limited due to their resource scarcity and expensive
cost.3 Therefore, this issue inspires interest in exploring abun-
dant non-precious metal electrocatalysts.

Currently, transition metal-based materials, including
layered double hydroxides,4 oxides,5–7 phosphides,8 and
suldes,9–11 have been widely studied as alternative electro-
catalysts. Among them, Ni3S2 has attracted increasing attention
due to its high electrical conductivity and unique metallic
feature.12 However, the relatively low intrinsic activity and poor
stability of Ni3S2 limit the industrial application for water
electrolysis. Numerous efforts have been devoted to hetero-
structure engineering by combining Ni3S2 with other active
materials to further promote the OER activity.13 Recently, Mo-
based oxides have been combined with Ni3S2 to obtain hetero-
structures, which could form strong synergistic effect to
promote the OER activity and the electrochemical durability.14

For example, hierarchical MoOx/MoS2 decorated NiOx/Ni3S2
nanorods have been prepared by a hydrothermal reaction and
surface reconguration strategy, which exhibits a remarkable
OER performance and excellent stability.15 Nevertheless, these
Ni3S2-based heterostructures were mostly fabricated by complex
multi-steps of preparing Ni3S2 support matrix and then
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 9109–9113 | 9109
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Fig. 2 Structural characterizations of Ni3S2–FeMoO4. (a) XRD
patterns. (b) and (c) SEM images with different magnifications. (d) TEM
image. (e) HRTEM image. (f) HRTEM image of Ni3S2 region of the
Ni3S2–FeMoO4, the inset image is selected area diffraction pattern of
Ni3S2. (g) HRTEM image of FeMoO4 region of the Ni3S2–FeMoO4. (h)
HAADF-STEM image and the corresponding mapping elements of Ni,
S, Fe, Mo and O.
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synthesizing the active materials on Ni3S2. Unfortunately, little
attention has been paid to the remarkable achievement of
obtaining heterostructures of nanowires/nanosheets through
a one-step method. On the other hand, it is difficult to accu-
rately control the heterostructure engineering due to the
unsuitable lattice matching, resulting in limited interface and
weak synergistic effect. Thus, the electrocatalytic activity of
these Ni3S2-based heterostructures are still insufficient for
industrial application that needs to be operated at a high
current density more than 500 mA cm−2. Therefore, it is
urgently desired to explore a rational and straightforward
synthesis strategy to construct novel Ni3S2-based hetero-
structures for realizing industrial application of water
electrolysis.

Herein, we design and fabricate a novel hierarchical heter-
ostructure of Ni3S2 nanowires coated with S-doped FeMoO4

nanosheets in situ on nickel-iron foam (denoted as Ni3S2–
FeMoO4/NFF) by an effective one-step hydrothermal strategy,
which obviously reduced the difficulty of preparation and saved
time out (Fig. 1). The Ni–Fe foam (NFF) not only serves as the
conductive support substrate, but also simultaneously provides
the Ni and Fe sources for the self-growing Ni3S2–FeMoO4 het-
erostructures, leading to a structurally-integrated electrode with
low contact resistance and good mechanical stability. Impor-
tantly, the S-doped FeMoO4 ultrathin nanosheets have been
successfully integrated with Ni3S2 nanowires to form hetero-
structures. In addition, the 3D hierarchical, self-supported, and
binder-free nanowire–nanosheet architectural morphology
endows the obtained electrode with abundant active sites, rapid
bubbles release, and timely electrolyte diffusion. As a result, the
Ni3S2–FeMoO4 heterostructures array electrode demonstrates
a superb OER performance with ultralow potential and good
long-time stability.

The typical Ni3S2–FeMoO4 nanowire–nanosheet array elec-
trode was in situ synthesized on the NFF by a facile one-step
hydrothermal method for 10 h. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) shows that the pristine NFF consists of numerous inter-
connected skeletons with porous surface (Fig. S1†). XRD pattern
reveals that three prominent characteristic peaks are assignable
to the metallic NFF (PDF#38-0419), while the weak diffraction
peaks adopted to Ni3S2 (PDF#85-1802) and FeMoO4 (PDF#22-
0629) can be observed, indicating the Ni3S2–FeMoO4 is
successfully grown on NFF (Fig. S2†). To eliminate the inuence
of NFF, XRD patterns of the catalysts powder peeled from NFF
were employed to characterize the crystalline phases. As
depicted in Fig. 2a, the distinct and sharp peaks can be assigned
to the corresponding crystal planes of Ni3S2 and the other peaks
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration for the synthesis of Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF
electrode.
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are assigned to FeMoO4. SEM images unveil that the Ni3S2–
FeMoO4 has a 3D coral-like nanowire architecture with average
length and diameter of 15 mm and 300 nm, respectively (Fig. 2b
and c). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) in Fig. 2d
illustrates numerous ultrathin nanosheets are uniformly
distributed on each nanowire to form core–shell hetero-
structures. The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image obviously
shows the heterointerface, where the le crystalline region is
the nanowire and the right low-crystallinity region is the
nanosheet (Fig. 2e). Notably, the obtained lattice fringes in le
region exhibit the lattice distance of 0.287 nm, well aligned with
the (−1 1 0) plane of Ni3S2, whereas the interplanar spacing of
0.247 nm and 0.356 nm correspond to the (0 0 2) and (1 −1 0)
planes of FeMoO4 in right region. The enlarged HRTEM images
further conrm that the hierarchical Ni3S2–FeMoO4 core–shell
heterostructures have been successfully prepared (Fig. 2f and g).
Additionally, the selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
agrees well with Ni3S2, indicating the low crystallinity of
FeMoO4 nanosheets. High-angle annular dark eld scanning
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) image
reveals the Ni3S2–FeMoO4 more clearly (Fig. 2h). The corre-
sponding elemental mapping images show the Ni and S
elements predominantly localize in the core nanowire region,
while Mo, O, and Fe elements are mainly distributed along the
outer nanosheets region with slight S element, which further
elucidates the compositional distribution of Ni3S2 nanowire
and S-doped FeMoO4 nanosheet core–shell structure.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) explored the
elemental valence and electronic interactions on the Ni3S2–
FeMoO4/NFF. The XPS full spectrum further demonstrates that
Ni, Fe, Mo, O, and S are present in Ni3S2–FeMoO4 (Fig. S3a†).
The Ni 2p spectrum is tted in Fig. S3b,† the characteristic
peaks at 855.5 eV (2p3/2) and 873.08 eV (2p1/2) are assigned to
Ni2+, respectively, while the peaks at 856.61 eV (2p3/2) and
874.53 eV (2p1/2) are assigned to Ni3+. The S 2p XPS spectrum is
shown in Fig. S3c,† and the peaks observed at 169.18 eV and
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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168.02 eV are attributed to the S 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 bimodal peaks,
respectively, which are indicative of the sulte (SO3

2−) species
due to surface oxidation in air. Similarly, the peaks at 163.03 eV
and 161.78 eV are assigned to the disulde (S2

2−) species. It is
shown that the reaction of S element with Ni produces S
metallized metal.16 In Fig. S3d and e,† the Fe 2p and Mo 3d
spectra further conrm the nanosheets are FeMoO4. In addi-
tion, O 1s XPS spectrum in Fig. S3f† consists of three charac-
teristic peaks of metal–oxygen bond (530.14 eV), hydroxides
bond (530.77 eV) and oxygen vacancy (531.55 eV), indicating the
incorporation of S in the FeMoO4.17 All these results demon-
strate the Ni3S2–FeMoO4 nanowire–nanosheet array success-
fully grow on the NFF by one-step hydrothermal method.

To explore the evolutionary process detail of morphology, the
XRD patterns and SEM images of Ni3S2–FeMoO4 with different
hydrothermal treatment times were displayed in Fig. S4 and
S5,† respectively. The XRD results demonstrate that the elec-
trocatalyst crystallized aer 10 h. The morphology started from
smooth and bulky nanowires structure for 4 h (Fig. S5a and b†).
As the preparation time increased to 10 h, the coral-like struc-
tures of nanowires coated with numerous nanosheets could be
observed on the NFF (Fig. S5c and d†). When the hydrothermal
time further reach to 16 h, the nanowire–nanosheet structures
continued to grow and became longer with a smaller diameter,
ultimately resulting in collapsed network (Fig. S5e and f†). In
addition, a contrast sample was prepared by the same condition
except for using Ni foam (NF), which was denoted as NiMo-OS/
NF.18 The SEM images of NiMo-OS/NF (Fig. S6†) display that
numerous thin nanosheets were distributed across the NF
substrate without nanowire–nanosheet structures. As shown in
Fig. S7,† the XRD pattern reveals only three diffraction peaks for
NF(PDF#70-0908), and no obvious peaks of Ni3S2 and FeMoO4

could be observed. This result veries the Fe element in NFF
played a vital role in the growth of Ni3S2–FeMoO4 nanowire–
nanosheet heterostructures.

The OER performance was evaluated in 1 M KOH electrolyte,
based on a traditional three-electrode system. Linear scan
Fig. 3 OER performance. (a) LSV curves with 90% iR compensation of
Ni foam, NiFe foam, IrO2, NiMo-OS/NF and Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF in 1 M
KOH. (b) Comparison of overpotential at 100 mA cm−2. (c) Tafel plots.
(d) Nyquist plot and equivalent circuit, the inset image is the partial
enlarged detail. (e) Double-layer capacitances. (f) Chro-
nopotentiometry curve of Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF at 500 mA cm−2, and
the inset is the real-time photograph of the electrode during stability
test.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
voltammetry (LSV) curves were recorded for Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF,
NiMo-OS/NF, IrO2, NiFe foam, and Ni foam (Fig. 3a). Speci-
cally, Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF electrode exhibits optimal OER
activity, and offers ultralow overpotentials of only 262 mV and
331 mV to achieve 100 mA cm−2 and 500 mA cm−2, respectively.
These performance metrics are notably superior to those of
NiMo-OS/NF (366 mV and 513 mV) and IrO2/NFF (399 mV and
587 mV) to afford the same current densities. More importantly,
a high current density of 1000 mA cm−2 can be achieved at a low
overpotential of 382 mV for the Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF. Notably,
the overpotential of Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF is obviously lower than
most recently reported relevant electrocatalysts (Fig. 3b).19–28

Furthermore, the OER activity can be optimized by varying the
hydrothermal time as detailed in Fig. S8.† The results show that
the Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF for 10 h exhibits superior catalytic
properties, which reveals that the unique nanowire–nanosheet
heterostructure with larger surface area and more reactive sites
could signicantly improve the OER activity.

To further understand the OER kinetics, Tafel measure-
ments were carried out. As shown in Fig. 3c, in a large current
density region (near 100 mA cm−2), the Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF
electrode offers a much lower Tafel slope of 75.77 mV dec−1

than those of NiMo-OS/NF (137.86 mV dec−1) and IrO2/NFF
(163.6 mV dec−1), demonstrating the heterointerface of FeMoO4

nanosheets and Ni3S2 nanowires acquire the rapid OER
dynamics. Additionally, electrochemical impedance spectros-
copy (EIS) was measured to evaluate the charge transfer kinetics
of these electrodes. As displayed in Fig. 3d, the Ni3S2–FeMoO4/
NFF electrode possesses a smaller charge transfer resistance
(Rct) value of 0.5 U than those of NiMo-OS/NF (1.5 U) and IrO2/
NFF (2.2 U). Such obviously reduced Rct value shows the supe-
rior interfacial interactions were produced at the hetero-
structure interfaces, contributing to greatly promote the OER
catalytic kinetics.29 Moreover, the Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF electrode
shows a relatively lower series resistance (Rs) than other elec-
trodes, indicating its excellent conductivity and reduced contact
resistance (Fig. 3d inset). These results also reveal the nano-
crystalline Ni3S2 nanowires with good conductivity not only
support the FeMoO4 nanosheets but also serve as the high-
speed path for charge transfer, which further improves the
charge transfer efficiency.

In addition, electrochemical surface area (ECSA) was evalu-
ated by the double layer capacitances (Cdl), which was obtained
from the cyclic voltammetry (CV) at different scan rates
(Fig. S9†). As illustrated in Fig. 3e, the Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF
electrode shows a larger Cdl (4.64 mF cm−2) than NiMo-OS/NF
(2.26 mF cm−2) and NFF (1.48 mF cm−2), indicating that the
larger ECSA can be attributed to the 3D hierarchical nanowire–
nanosheet heterostructures array, which is conducive to the
adsorption of water molecules and the close contact with the
electrolyte.30 Fig. S10† reveals the ECSA normalized LSV curve of
Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF still possess the smallest overpotential
value, demonstrating the Ni3S2–FeMoO4 heterostructure effec-
tively enhances the intrinsic OER activity. We also measured the
ECSA normalized LSV curve of Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF before and
aer OER stability test to evaluate the intrinsic OER activity for
Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF. As observed in Fig. S11,† the value of Cdl
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 9109–9113 | 9111
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becomes higher due to the dissolution of Mo and more active
sites in Fig. S11c.† The ECSA normalized LSV curve of Ni3S2–
FeMoO4/NFF shows that even the electrochemical active surface
area increases aer cycle stability test, the normalized current
density trend remains consistent with that of Fig. S11d,† indi-
cating the OER activity of Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF is not affected by
the electrochemical active surface area.31 The electrochemical
stability is indispensable for evaluating the OER catalytic
performance. The chronopotentiometry measurements in
Fig. S12† and 3f show that the Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF electrode
almost remains a constant potential at 100 mA cm−2, and only
a slight potential change even at 500 mA cm−2 for continuous
test, demonstrating a remarkable OER stability in large current
densities. In addition, it can be seen that the produced bubbles
were very small and could timely detach from the Ni3S2–
FeMoO4/NFF electrode into the electrolyte in Fig. 3f (inset).32

Thus the 3D self-supported nanowire–nanosheet architectural
morphology endows the obtained electrode with abundant
exposed active sites, rapid bubbles release, and timely electro-
lyte diffusion.

In order to further investigate the real active phase of Ni3S2–
FeMoO4/NFF, the variation of structure, composition, and
valence state were analysed aer OER test. The SEM of Ni3S2–
FeMoO4/NFF shows the hierarchical nanowire–nanosheet
morphology is maintained well aer OER test, demonstrating
its excellent structural stability and corrosion resistance
(Fig. S13†). As shown in Fig. S14,† the XRD spectra before and
aer OER test show that the characteristic peaks well index to
Ni3S2 and no peak for FeMoO4 is observed, implying the S-
doped FeMoO4 may reconstruct to amorphous phase aer
OER process. Meanwhile, the TEM image of Ni3S2–FeMoO4

post-OER uncovers that the density of nanosheets slightly
decreases (Fig. 4a). As shown in Fig. 4b, the observed inter-
planar spacing of 0.229 nm is well index to the (3 0 1) plane of
FeOOH, indicating the FeMoO4 surface was reconstructed to
FeOOH aer OER operation. In particular, the elemental
mapping images (Fig. S15†) indicate that the Mo reduces while
the Fe and O still distribute along the outer side, which agrees
with the results of TEM/EDX in Table S1,† further certifying the
Fig. 4 Characterizations of Ni3S2–FeMoO4 after OER operation. (a)
TEM image. (b) HRTEM image, and the inset is selected area diffraction
pattern. (c) Raman spectra of Ni3S2–FeMoO4 electrode before and
after OER process. (d–f) XPS spectra of Ni3S2–FeMoO4 before and
after OER process for Ni 2p, Fe 2p, and O 1s, respectively.
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surface reconstruction of FeMoO4. The Raman spectra of Ni3S2–
FeMoO4/NFF before and aer OER process were performed in
Fig. 4c. Compared to the pre-electrode, the new Raman peaks at
481 cm−1 and 551 cm−1 could be coincided with FeOOH,33

indicating the presence of FeOOH aer OER process. As
observed in Fig. 4d and S16a,† the binding energies of Ni 2p and
S 2p spectra have no apparent shi. Moreover, the Fe XPS
spectrum shows the new peaks at 713.22 eV and 727.17 eV
correspond to Fe3+ 2p3/2 and Fe3+ 2p1/2, respectively, further
demonstrating that the part of Fe2+ are oxidized to Fe3+ (Fig. 4e).
Besides, the Mo 3d XPS spectrum (Fig. S16b†) shows that the
characteristic peak strength was weakened aer OER test,
indicating the loss of Mo and the formation of cationic vacancy,
which can facilitate the formation of amorphous oxyhydroxide
as highly active sites for OER. The O 1s spectrum shows the
more concentration of oxygen vacancies (Fig. 4f), which can
promote OER process.

In summary, we present a novel one-step hydrothermal
strategy to fabricate hierarchical Ni3S2–FeMoO4 nanowire–
nanosheet heterostructures array in situ on the NFF substrate.
Numerous ultrathin S-doped FeMoO4 nanosheets are uniformly
distributed on each Ni3S2 nanowire to form heterostructures,
which offer a multitude of active sites, and leverage the multi-
component interfaces to generate a synergistic effect for OER
enhancement. The S-doped FeMoO4 facilitates the formation of
oxygen vacancy and surface reconstruction. Therefore, the self-
standing and binder-free Ni3S2–FeMoO4/NFF electrode delivers
ultralow overpotentials of 262 mV and 331 mV to afford 100 and
500 mA cm−2, respectively, as well as good long-term durability
at large current density of 500 mA cm−2 for 50 h. Overall, this
study demonstrates that the heterostructured Ni3S2–FeMoO4/
NFF markedly improves OER performance and open a novel
approach for monolithic electrode preparation through autog-
enous in situ growth.
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